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HISTORICAL PERIODICALS

In-demand primary source material includes archival issues that were previously available only as fragile and often incomplete originals at the handful of far-flung libraries that held such copies. But now, crisp digitization facilitates comprehensive searches in seconds, allowing students and scholars access to all content from within the publications – cover to cover, including advertisements and images – in high resolution and full color.

Education Magazine Archive (coming in October 2017)
Dating from the dawn of the 20th century, this collection of 20+ magazines and trade publications offers insights into educational history, theory and perspectives. Approximately 850,000 pages reflect evolving trends, issues, and practice in areas such as teaching, policy/administration, and resources, while chronicling contemporary developments in the field.

Religious Magazine Archive (coming in June 2017)
This collection offers the complete backfiles of 18 magazines that were not originally scholarly in nature but have since become key primary sources supporting religion history, social history, sociology, anthropology and more. With content spanning almost two centuries and a range of denominations, this collection sheds light on topics such as the influence of belief systems on public life, the history of popular religious movements, the means used by religious groups to gain adherents, and much more.

Women's Magazine Archive 2
This new module builds on the first Women's Magazine Archive collection. Researchers across many disciplines and interests can enjoy access to the leading consumer publications of the 19th and 20th centuries, including trailblazers such as Cosmopolitan, Town & Country and Woman's Day.

Vogue Italia
Recognized as the least commercial and most artistic edition of the Vogue franchise, Vogue Italia introduced innovative, often controversial initiatives such as its groundbreaking July 2008 issue, featuring only black models and offering articles about black women in the arts. The collection encompasses the complete run of this unique resource (1964 through the present).

The Harper's Bazaar Archive
First published in 1867, Harper's Bazaar was America's first fashion magazine and presents a rich record of style, fashion, and culture from the mid-19th century on, featuring the work of leading designers, photographers, artists, illustrators, writers, and legendary editors-in-chief such as Carmel Snow, Diana Vreeland, and Alexey Brodovich. The Harper's Bazaar Archive will unify the entire run (nearly a century-and-a-half) of the U.S. Harper's Bazaar, creating a comprehensive and accessible digital primary resource for the study of material culture, art, fashion, design, gender studies, marketing and brand history, and more.

In September 2017, Harper's Bazaar Archive will include the edition from the UK. The collection will cover 1929-2015. New customers will automatically receive the UK edition, where customers who have previously purchased the U.S. edition will have the ability to add this new material to their collection.
HISTORICAL NEWSPAPERS

An unparalleled digital archive of the most sought-after newspapers, ProQuest Historical Newspapers makes an ideal starting point for research. Full-image full-runs of these key U.S. titles provide critical content spanning more than two centuries of context, breadth and depth for any level of scholarship.

Cincinnati Enquirer (1841-2009)
First printed in 1841 when the thriving city was known as “The Queen of the West,” this paper’s coverage of Cincinnati mirrored the expansive spirit of the country at large, giving the Cincinnati Enquirer a unique perspective to report on international, national and regional news.

Louisville Courier-Journal (1830-2000)
The correspondence of the U.S. Army’s Office of Civil Affairs as it oversaw the military government reveal the inner workings of post-Civil War efforts to foster greater democracy and rebuild state and local governments in the divided and war-torn former Confederate states. The letters, petitions, court proceedings and internal documents related to elections make this module an excellent companion to the Southern Plantation Records, Slavery Petitions, and Confederate Military Manuscript and Union Army Records, all of which are already digitized in History Vault.

St. Louis Post-Dispatch (1874-2003)
The St. Louis Post-Dispatch was noted for its investigative reporting and human interest stories, as well as being the incubator for well-known writers, including Mark Twain. Created by Joseph Pulitzer, the Post-Dispatch is the only St. Louis newspaper still in print.

The Korea Times (1956-2016)
The oldest and most influential English-language newspaper in South Korea, The Korea Times is known for its coverage of international business, economic and financial news as well as arts, culture, and opinion sections offering in-depth perspectives of South Korea.

Communist Newspapers from CPUSA (1919-2013)
Published by the Communist Party USA (CPUSA), these newspapers cover workers’ rights, communist party activities, social issues, and politics throughout the 20th century. With correspondents in Moscow in the early and mid-20th century, the paper generally reflected Stalinist party views. It also covered arts and entertainment and advocated for desegregation of professional sports in the mid-1930s.

HISTORY VAULT

These important archival collections document the most studied topics in 18th- through 20th-century American history. A virtual anthology of primary sources, History Vault provides coverage of U.S. History from the American Revolution to the last years of the 20th century. New modules include:

Major White House files are highlighted by Truman’s Cold War files on international relations and the stalling of his Fair Deal program. The Eisenhower files focus on national defense and economics, two areas of personal interest to that president. Materials related to national defense are in the correspondence files of Secretaries of Defense Wilson, McElroy and Gates, and in the files pertaining to the Joint Chiefs of Staff. With this module, History Vault will include White House files for the presidents from Franklin Roosevelt through Richard M. Nixon.

Reconstruction and Military Government After the Civil War
The correspondence of the U.S. Army’s Office of Civil Affairs as it oversaw the military government reveal the inner workings of post-Civil War efforts to foster greater democracy and rebuild state and local governments in the divided and war-torn former Confederate states. The letters, petitions, court proceedings and internal documents related to elections make this module an excellent companion to the Southern Plantation Records, Slavery Petitions, and Confederate Military Manuscript and Union Army Records, all of which are already digitized in History Vault.

HISTORY & CULTURE (continues on page 4)
World War I: Records of the American Expeditionary Forces, and Diplomacy in the World War I Era
Researchers will find documentation on the American Expeditionary Forces (AEF) during U.S. participation in World War I as well as materials on U.S. intelligence operations and two notable collections covering the Paris peace process. AEF correspondence, cablegrams, operations reports, statistical strength reports, and summaries of intelligence detail troop movements and operations of both Allied and enemy forces. With this module, History Vault will contain major collections of U.S. records on World War I, World War II and the Vietnam War.

Students for a Democratic Society, Vietnam Veterans Against the War, and the Anti-Vietnam War Movement (Coming in October 2017) You can offer new opportunities for research on the 1960s through the lens of two influential anti-war organizations. Students for a Democratic Society (SDS) emphasized participatory democracy, community building, and creating a political movement of impoverished people. SDS became involved in the anti-war movement, before splintering and disbanding in the 1970s. Vietnam Veterans Against the War (VVAW) organized major protests, which catapulted VVAW to a position of leadership within the antiwar movement. This module also contains documents of 10 other anti-Vietnam War organizations.

Records of the Children's Bureau, 1912-1969 (Coming in July 2017) Though it’s one of the lesser-known federal agencies, the Children's Bureau is one of the richest sources for understanding American society and social welfare. The Bureau's correspondence, research reports, radio scripts, brochures, bills and laws, court hearings and speeches represent the largest collection of primary material for the study of the family and the health and well-being of children in the 20th century; as well, they throw a fascinating light on the way welfare policies affected women.

Labor Unions in the U.S., 1862-1974: Knights of Labor, AFL, CIO, and AFL-CIO (Coming in November 2017) This critical and comprehensive collection covers the growth and transformation of four of the most influential labor organizations in the United States. Primary sources include correspondence, records and reports related to political developments, antitrust laws, pensions, mass organizing, nationwide strikes, bitter ideological and political conflict, and more, spanning nearly 100 years of union activity.

GOVERNMENT DOCUMENTS
Featured collections delivered on platforms that empower researchers to find better results in less time.

PROQUEST INSIGHT PRODUCTS
These select collections of U.S. government documents facilitate research, teaching, and learning tied to current and historic publications of the legislative, judicial, and executive branches. Primary sources curated by our professional research staff are accessible through a dynamic workspace allowing for easy, in-depth discovery. Interoperability between collections enhances understanding of government processes, as a law is enacted, rules are promulgated, and court challenges alter the legal environment of all sectors of society, as well as the everyday lives of individuals.

• SUPREME COURT INSIGHT 1975-Present
This comprehensive collection offers a single location to discover Supreme Court dockets, complete opinions, oral arguments, joint appendices and briefs, including those filed by amicus curiae. The interface narrows searches within a specific case on a dynamic page, while case compilation pages are organized to help users quickly identify content in Petition and Merit stages. All this and more make Supreme Court Insight an invaluable resource for legal researchers as well as students of U.S. history, political science, business, education, and more. Supreme Court Insight is a stand-alone product, but can also be used alongside the other Insight products as well as the full digital suite of ProQuest Congressional and Executive branch products.
• SUPREME COURT INSIGHT – CERTIORARI DENIED
PART 1 1997-Present (Coming in November 2017) offers dockets and briefs for cases that the Supreme Court declined to hear. Editorial value-add provides subject indexing and other tagging to enable researchers to not only retrieve individual documents, but also to uncover trends and patterns related to the collection as a whole.

EXECUTIVE BRANCH DOCUMENTS
A wide array of documents produced by the U.S. Federal Government from the nation’s founding through the early 20th century spans business and industry, foreign trade, navigation, immigration and population, health, causes of death, religious affiliations, military operations, weather conditions and more.

• Collection 3 (1940-1942) - Focuses on the mobilization and ramping up to full wartime organization and production, with changes to the structure of farm and factory labor. The Federal Government experienced significant growth during these years with the creation of many more agencies – such as the Censorship Office, the Economic Warfare Board and the War Information Office. 1939-1942 saw a five-fold increase in household income as unemployment lessened, wages rose, and women began to enter the workforce.

• Collection 4 (1943-1945) - Spanning an estimated 38,000 documents and 2 million pages, this collection is focused on war production and post-war planning during the FDR Administration. Libraries can save significant shelf space while researchers investigate topics including women in the workforce, tax base and war bonds, race relations, propaganda, public information and more.

• Collection 5 (1946-1948) (Coming in November 2017) – Unique insight into American society in the immediate post-war period. Topics include the Truman Doctrine, the growth of civilian air travel, labor relations, wartime Japanese internment, occupation of Germany, women in the sciences and more.

PUBLIC PETITIONS TO PARLIAMENT, 1833-1918
This next collection in ProQuest’s UK Parliamentary Papers brings in the “people’s” voice and their influence on Parliament during the 19th century. The materials include Reports of the Select Committee on Public Petitions, dating back to 1833 – records of every public petition submitted and accepted by Parliament. Researchers can search on place of origin, number of signatures, petition sponsor name, and much more. Beyond the larger dynamic of Popular Constitutionalism, researchers can dive deep on religious issues, the expansion of the franchise, crime and criminals, colonies, taxation, education and many other issues of interest and importance to Britain.

DIGITAL NATIONAL SECURITY ARCHIVES (DNSA)
ProQuest teams with National Security Archive to preserve and widen access to a trove of important declassified U.S. government documents, providing vital primary source material to advance research in contemporary history, politics and international relations. Now topping more than 650,000 pages, DNSA delivers crisply digitized and curated content in more than 40 topic-based collections, each led by subject-area scholars to ensure the material provides the most discerning coverage.

• Targeting Iraq, Part I: Planning, Invasion, and Occupation, 1997-2004
Includes 2,000+ documents on one of the most significant U.S. foreign policy issues of our era. Records obtained from official U.S. and British sources encompass plans for regime change, war and occupation, and the controversy over WMD.

• Castro, Cuba, and the United States: The Declassified History of Negotiations to Normalize Relations, 1959-2016
This collection opens a new dimension into the contentious relationship between Washington and Havana via rare documents that chronicle nearly 60 years of secret talk – from the Eisenhower era to Obama’s back-channel dialogue that led to a U.S. policy of Cuban engagement.

HISTORY & CULTURE (continues on page 6)
EARLY EUROPEAN BOOKS

The 12 collected series in Early European Books bring online 250 years of insights into pre-18th century Europe. As a continually growing series, Early European Books forms a seamless and increasingly comprehensive survey of printing in Europe to 1700. The subject matter spans the depth and breadth of the Renaissance era, with scholarly editions and translations covering science, literature, history, theology, customs, geography, and much more.

Early European Books Collection 11 (Coming in June 2017) Titles selected include devotional literature, bibles and bible commentaries, but also mystical writings, works on witchcraft and demonology and books of funeral orations, all of which reflect the rich terrain of early modern religious, spiritual and popular belief. The collection draws on material from curated collections at the Wellcome Library in London as well as from three national libraries – Italy’s Biblioteca Nazionale Centrale di Firenze, Denmark's Kongelige Bibliotek and Holland’s Koninklijke Bibliotheek.

Early European Books Collection 12 (Coming in November 2017) This selection of books represent part two of the Philosophy, History and Human Science (PHS) collection at the Bibliothèque nationale de France and features 16th and 17th century titles published within the borders of modern-day France. It offers a range of works from a period that transitions to the Enlightenment and the epistemological revolutions of French philosophers and theorists.

VISUAL HISTORY ARCHIVE

This remarkable streaming video collection delivers some 55,000 primary-source testimonies of survivors and witnesses of the Holocaust and other crimes against humanity, including the Armenian, Cambodian, Guatemalan, and Rwandan Genocides as well as the Nanjing Massacre. The largest digital collection of its kind in the world, Visual History Archive contains interviews conducted throughout 62 countries and in 41 languages, providing an unedited, personal narrative of life before, during, and after the interviewee’s experience with genocide. Roughly 65,000 keywords make it easy for researchers to surface specific segments and then save and share content. The video archive also contains over 719,000 images, 1.9 million names, 2,500 recitations of literary works, and 2,100 musical recitals. Spanning 116,000 total hours of film, Visual History Archive provides researchers with multiple pathways to learn across time, locations, cultures and sociopolitical circumstances.

TWENTIETH CENTURY RELIGIOUS THOUGHT LIBRARY

The largest, most comprehensive resource for the study of 20th century religious thinkers. The Library covers over 200 leading thinkers and writers, offering more than 400,000 pages of scholarly and curated selections of foundational writings, contextual monographs, and archival content to scholars of interreligious studies. Unique analytical software and indexing facilitate deep scholarship; 75 percent of the materials are in English, making them accessible across the curriculum.
Now, theatre students and researchers can truly see “behind the scenes” of the world’s greatest dramatic performances. The Performance Design Archive Online will be the first comprehensive international collection that will cover all aspects of theater production design, from the 17th century through to the present day, including scenic and set design, lighting design, sound design, costume design, and makeup. Bringing together 20,000 pages of essential books and periodicals, 80,000 pages of archival material and specially commissioned documentary videos, the collection will cover design concepts for a broad range of performance types, including dance, theatre, opera, and music.

Anthropological research builds upon itself across generations, with teacher-student relationships propelling scholarship forward. Just as Margaret Mead learned from Ruth Benedict and Timothy Asch learned from Margaret Mead, today’s generation of visual ethnographers continues to build on the work of their predecessors. This collection provides a space for visual anthropologists of today to showcase and disseminate their most compelling work. With a focus on curating award-winning titles from contemporary ethnographic film festivals, this newly released content will capture students’ attention by connecting them with topics familiar to their own time and place.

Additionally, Volume IV unlocks access to rich repositories of previously difficult-to-discover content, including the full catalog of anthropology films from Berkeley Media, the complete works of David and Judith MacDougall, the repositories of student and faculty field recordings and edited films from over a dozen universities and institutions.
THE CRITERION COLLECTION FOR PUBLIC LIBRARIES

The Criterion Collection, an imprint of Janus Films, ranks among the world’s most influential cinematic distributors. Their films—widely respected for both their scholarly and entertainment value—are ubiquitous for the study of cinema, history, and culture at large. But oftentimes these important films, if available, are scattered across multiple formats and locations, making it difficult for users to make full use of their content.

Alexander Street is proud to announce The Criterion Collection for Public Libraries delivering 100 of The Criterion Collection’s most popular films available in a streaming format.

Request a free trial at alexanderstreet.com/crit100

SONY PICTURES CLASSICS COLLECTION

This collection offers the best of world cinema titles from the 90s to today with a strong documentary emphasis and many Oscar-winning films, including titles from filmmakers like Wim Wenders, Ang Lee, Jeff Nichols, Mike Leigh, Asghar Farhadi, Roman Polanski, Michael Haneke, Jim Jarmusch, David Cronenberg, Errol Morris, Ingmar Bergman, Pedro Almodovar, and more.

INDEPENDENT WORLD CINEMA: CLASSIC AND CONTEMPORARY FILM

This collection will include more than 300 films and over 600 hours of content that are 100% exclusive to Alexander Street. The collection is made up of titles from Milestone Films, Zeitgeist Films, Oscilloscope, among many others. This exclusive collection delivers seminal works including Alfred Hitchcock’s two banned WWII dramas, Bon Voyage and Aventure Malgache; the first animated feature film, Lotte Reiniger’s The Adventures of Prince Achmed; and Samuel Beckett’s only cinematic work, FILM (1964).

Give business researchers access to the most important journals, comprehensive, expert market information and the freshest, most influential news.

BUSINESS PREMIUM COLLECTION 2017

This collection of renowned databases including ABI/INFORM, Entrepreneurship Database, Accounting, Tax & Banking Collection, Asian & European Business Collection, Asian & European Business Collection, and Business Market Research Collection expands in 2017 to include company and industry analyst reports from J.P. Morgan Research.

Also coming in 2017 are four new databases curated to provide users with the most diverse, relevant and authoritative sources:

- Business Ebook Database (500+ books)
- Business Video Database (4K+ videos)
- Human Resource Database (3K+ documents and titles relevant to teaching HR courses)
- International Business Database (1K+ documents and titles geared to doing business in a global economy)
ProQuest is expanding the richness of our award-winning STM databases, supporting researchers with the most diverse, authoritative content.

**More Highly Cited Full-Text Journals...**

Ongoing full-text for more than 300 titles added to ProQuest Science & Medical databases include the renowned BMJ portfolio, along with specialist journals from the world’s most prestigious medical organizations and societies; and RCNi journals, including Nursing Standard. Researchers will find nine additional titles covering every specialty in nursing. Also added is the Nature Publishing Group of 50 new journals, including seven Nature Reviews titles for authoritative summaries and commentary in each of their covered fields. Titles from publishers such as Springer Science, Walter de Gruyter, Cambridge University Press and Blackwell Publishing provide a 360-degree view of virtually any area of STEM.

**More Evidence-Based Content...**

More than 24,000 full-text systemic reviews and meta-analyses have been added to our databases, and Health Research Premium Collections added 8,000 recently published dissertations and theses.

**More Comprehensive Literature Reviews...**

Over 39,000 reports in full-text from government agencies and primary publishers are now included, many from major U.S. government agencies such as the CDC and the DOJ, and pharmaceutical reports from Business Monitor International on several countries.

Request a free trial at [www.proquest.com/go/D8659](http://www.proquest.com/go/D8659)
EBOOK CENTRAL

Ebook Central, ProQuest’s intuitive new ebook platform – a 2016 SIIA CODiE finalist for Best Scholarly Research Information Solution – enables readers to discover, evaluate and access content, while streamlining librarian workflows.

Available Now! Ebook Central’s accessibility compliance ensures we empower all researchers by providing equal access to our interface and content regardless of disabilities.

All pages within Ebook Central, from catalog search and the book detail page to the reader and the bookshelf, are certified for use with major screen readers (JAWS and VoiceOver), and adhere to official accessibility standards and guidelines:

- Section 508 of the US Rehabilitation Act
- Web Content Accessibility Guidelines (WCAG) 2.0, Level AA

These features are easy for users to access – they’ll just turn on accessibility mode using their screen reader with no librarian or tech support needed!

ACCESS-TO-OWN

Access-to-Own (ATO), available exclusively on Ebook Central, is a new, usage-based acquisition model that helps libraries offer a diverse selection of ebooks while investing in owned content that delivers better ROI, plus:

- Increased availability to frontlist content with over 30,000 titles embargoed from short-term loan and over 350,000 titles in total.
- Greater affordability because costs are only incurred on loans and loan fees are applied to the price of the book.

Participating publishers include:

- Cambridge University Press
- Duke University Press
- Elsevier Science and Technology
- Felix Meiner Verlag
- Harvard University Press
- John Wiley & Sons
- Karger
- Oxford University Press
- Springer Publishing Company
- University of California Press
- University of Chicago Press
- Vittorio Klostermann Verlag

Use ATO with subscriptions, perpetual access collections and existing DDA programs to offer a remarkable range of high-demand titles and tailor your collection according to your library’s specific needs. Libraries can participate directly through Ebook Central or OASIS customers can incorporate ATO into their DDA programs.

Key ATO Statistics

Over
350,000 titles
from more than
335 publishers

26,500+
ATO Loans
3,000+
ATO Purchases
COLLECTIONS AND SELECTIONS

New Premium Ebook Packs
ProQuest has launched five new Ebook Premium Packs in African-American Studies, Legal Aspects in U.S. Culture & Politics, Screen Studies, Statistics, and Women's Studies/ Feminist Theory. These new packs contain bestselling titles and have minimal overlap with subscriptions from ProQuest and other vendors. All titles offer unlimited multi-user access and promotional pricing.

African-American Studies Ebook Premium Pack
With approximately 100 titles from publishers such as Harvard University Press, ABC-CLIO and Taylor & Francis, this collection is an ideal companion to ProQuest’s aggregated databases of journals, periodicals and other content including ProQuest’s Black Historical Newspapers, History Vault Collections including NAACP Papers, Black Freedom Struggle, Southern Life/Slavery/Civil War, and Black Abolitionist Papers.

Legal Aspects in U.S. Culture & Politics Ebook Premium Pack
This collection includes approximately 100 titles from key publishers like Rowman & Littlefield, Sage and Cambridge University Press and is designed to complement ProQuest products including Congressional Research Digital Collection and Executive Branch Documents.

Screen Studies Ebook Premium Pack
Renowned publishers including Routledge, Berghahn, Wiley-Blackwell, and Edinburgh University Press contribute to this collection of approximately 130 titles, which is an ideal way to supplement other ProQuest products like The Screen Studies Collection, Paley Center Seminars, Humanities Index and ASP Filmmakers Library Online.

Statistics Ebook Premium Pack
CRC Press, Wiley, Sage, Packt, Guilford Press and other key publishers contribute to this collection of around 125 ebooks. The collection is designed to complement other ProQuest offerings such as Statistical Abstract of the U.S., Statistical Abstract of the World, International Datasets, Statistical Insight Tables and Statistics Premium Collection.

Women's Studies/Feminist Theory Ebook Premium Pack
With approximately 85 ebooks from important publishers like Routledge, Sage, Edward Elgar Publishing and the University of North Carolina Press, this collection is a perfect supplement to other ProQuest products including Harper’s Bazaar, Women’s Wear Daily, Vogue Archive, Gerritsen Collection, History Vault Collections including Women’s Studies Collections, Women at Work During WWII as well as Women Magazine Archive and GenderWatch.

Canada Ebook Subscription/Collection canadienne globale
Accommodate the region-specific needs of researchers at academic and public libraries by enabling access to 9,800 titles from 70 publishers. Coverage spans local interest topics, from Canadian and European history to multi-disciplinary French-language titles.

Chinese Language Ebook Selection

Academic Complete
The first ebook subscription service of its kind continues evolving. Researchers benefit from unlimited multi-user access, and libraries enjoy superior admin and acquisition tools delivered on a platform built for books. Academic Complete has grown to 145,000+ titles from the largest pool of aggregated content available. Streamlined and selective, Academic Complete carries key publishers and CHOICE, Doody’s, and RCL award-winning titles. Its diverse subjects are tied to all levels of the academic curriculum, covering emerging topics and matching graduation rate trending by degree program.
OASIS

OASIS (Online Acquisitions and Selection Information System) is ProQuest’s free web-based system for searching, selecting, and ordering print and electronic books for academic libraries. OASIS users not only enjoy access to the broadest print and ebook title database in the industry but also benefit from powerful search, profiling, ordering, collection management and reporting tools.

NEW: 8 Publisher and partner ebook platforms now available in OASIS

Our goal is to enrich our customers’ options by making our OASIS platform a gateway to books from any platform or publisher. In addition to millions of print books, OASIS users now have access to over 1.5 million ebooks and a range of ebook platforms to select from - aggregator platforms such as Ebook Central, EBL, ebrary, MyiLibrary, EBSCO, and a growing list of publisher and partner platforms:

- UPSO from Oxford University Press
- InfoSci from IGI Global
- Wiley Online Library from Wiley
- T&F eBooks from Taylor & Francis
- CRC netBASE from Taylor & Francis
- World Scientific
- De Gruyter
- R2Digital from Rittenhouse

Additional publisher platforms from Sade publishing, Karger Publishers and Cambridge University Press are coming soon.

NEW: Enhanced Alma – OASIS Ordering API Integration

Ex Libris and ProQuest have enhanced the integration between Alma and Oasis, further facilitating the automatic transfer of order information between OASIS and Alma. This recent integration is yet another example of the strong collaboration between Ex Libris and ProQuest. The Alma-OASIS Ordering API is provided to libraries at no cost. Its benefits to libraries include:

- Faster, near real-time insertion of order data into Alma: With an API integration library staff and students can see what is on order much faster in Alma
- Streamlined book workflows: The API allows order information to flow from OASIS to Alma without using a slower FTP data transfer method
- Improved staff productivity: The API saves staff time because it further automates transfer of information
- Ensures data accuracy: Reduces order duplication

NEW: Access-to-Own Titles in OASIS

This OASIS enhancement allows users to see which Ebook Central titles are available for the ATO in OASIS. OASIS users can also add Ebook Central ATO titles to their DDA pool in a few clicks.

“We are more than excited to offer our complete range of e-books on ProQuest’s OASIS platform. This offering is an important step toward streamlining the ordering process and improving workflows for our library customers.”

Evelyn Elias, Director, Academic Library Sales at Taylor & Francis.

“We could not be more thrilled that OASIS users are now able to more easily acquire digital UPSO content. We completely recognize the benefit of the suite of services provided by ProQuest. They are crucially important to libraries.”

Rebecca Seger, Senior Director of Institutional Sales at Oxford University Press
ALMA

Alma is a cloud-based library services platform that manages all resource types: electronic, print, and digital; Alma consolidates processes such as acquisition, purchasing and digitization for improved library efficiency, freeing the library staff to drive new services and focus on new areas of value. Alma also supports evidence-based decision making via advanced analytics for optimizing the library’s collection to make the most of a tight budget.

NEW FEATURES!

- UX – for improved operational efficiency and simplicity
- Mobile app – Now librarians can roam the floor and still work with Alma
- Linked Data – Alma can enrich bibliographic records with well-known URIs
- Benchmark analytics – Libraries can now become more efficient by comparing themselves to peer institutions
- Digital Resources – Full-blown Unified Digital Management solution with support for IR and Special Collections

campusM

This mobile platform enables educational institutions to deliver services and information to prospective, enrolled, and graduating students, as well as other campus audiences, through a high-quality, personalized user experience. campusM offers users a unified experience delivered through native apps and web portals that span a range of academic, administrative, and social activities on campus, such as course schedules, grades, campus maps, library services, and information about campus events.

NEW FEATURES!

- Automated triggering of Alma workflows
- Automated article recommendations (bX Recommender)
- Enhanced analytics and reports
- Integration with RefWorks and Zotero
- Integration with campusM mobile app

LEGANTO

Leganto is an end-to-end course resource list solution, helps save money for students and schools, maximize the use of library collections, and strengthen the library’s contribution to teaching and learning.

NEW FEATURES!

- Automated triggering of Alma workflows
- Automated article recommendations (bX Recommender)
- Enhanced analytics and reports
- Integration with RefWorks and Zotero
- Integration with campusM mobile app
PRIMO®

Primo delivers a wealth of scholarly resources and rich metadata including print, electronic and digital collections via a single search interface. Patron services provide seamless discovery and an intuitive user experience, with flexible customization, integrated library workflows and rich analytics capabilities.

NEW FEATURES!

- Enhanced patron services in new Primo UI
- Enhanced coverage of Open Access content
- Easier customization via Primo Open Discovery Framework
- Integration with Syndetics Unbound
- Enhanced linked open data capabilities

NEW FEATURES!

- Curated search – Enables administrators to share the results of any saved search and create dynamic, search-generated lists that can be shared with their institution.
- Newsletter Feature – An efficient way for administrators to communicate with their researchers and principal investigators by including funding opportunities from their Pivot Curated Lists and Searches. Save time and track and distribute Pivot funding opportunities in one location.
- Powerful integration with InfoReady Review™- An integrated one-stop way to combine funding discovery and limited-submission competitions management.

REFWORKS

RefWorks is the easy-to-learn, most accurate, and best supported reference manager that helps undergrads and PhD’s research, collaborate on, organize and write papers.

NEW TO REFWORKS!

- Global Edit – a simple search-and-replace function that can be applied on multiple references. It is particularly valuable for amending, augmenting, and correcting records that come in from online databases, which may require adjustments. Global Edit users can now update, delete, and replace metadata information.
- RefWorks allows multiple attachments (of any file type) to references. Using the updated thumbnail view for attachments, with a new scrollable carousel view, users can preview attached files. The RefWorks reader natively supports viewing of attachments in Word, Excel, PowerPoint, PDF or open office formats.

Enjoy Fantastic Support – Our training, dedicated support staff and educational videos ensure users have the help they need to get the most out of their citation manager.

ROSETTA

Rosetta is an end-to-end digital asset management and preservation solution, enabling institutions to collect, manage, publish, deliver, and ensure longevity for digital information of all types.

NEW FEATURES!

- Integration with Alma for digitization flows
- SAML/Local Authentication
- BagIt Deposit
- IIIF Support for improved images delivery
- Duplicates Reports
SYNDETICS UNBOUND: BRING YOUR CATALOG TO LIFE

Transform your catalog or discovery layer into a dynamic showcase for your collection. With Syndetics Unbound, libraries can easily embed information and provide interactive guided discovery directly within existing catalogs. This unparalleled enrichment product delivers a familiar, web-like experience, offering convenient browsing and access to the most expansive coverage of global books and media.

For Libraries: A mobile and affordable way to enrich and modernize your library catalog. Boost interest (and usage) to maximize the value of your collection with:

- Premium Covers
- Tags
- Summaries
- Book Profiles
- Author Biographies
- Also Available As
- Look Inside
- Reading Level
- Series
- Awards
- You May Also Like
- Browse Shelf
- Professional Reviews
- Video and Music
- Reader Reviews
- Video Games

For Patrons: Get insight into the materials that you need with reviews, excerpts, and descriptive information. Syndetics Unbound helps you explore and discover the vast resources available at your library.

For Administrators: A powerful administrative portal lets you anonymously track usage and optimize Syndetics Unbound for your library.

SUMMON

Summon enables library patrons to better explore, reliably access, and share resources. It’s designed to deliver a superior user experience, while increasing the role and value of your library within the research process. Summon makes your collection more discoverable, connects patrons to librarian recommended resources, and facilitates greater research outcomes.

NEW FEATURES!

- Enhance analytics and reports through new Oracle Business Intelligence (OBI) platform
- Increase visibility of Open Access content through new features
- Recommend scholarly articles with bX Article Recommender integration
- Enrich catalog details pages with Syndetics Unbound integration
- Improve resource discovery and management with Alma integration
Journals are only part of the story
Simplify discovery of all content types, curated across a comprehensive range of key disciplines, with three foundational resources.

**PROQUEST CENTRAL**

ProQuest Central is the largest multidisciplinary research database available, and 2016 saw it grow even more. Enhancements include the addition of databases in Arts and Humanities, Library Science, Linguistics and Public Health.

- Over 1,800 periodical titles in ongoing full text feature 1,200+ scholarly journals including BMJ and 50+ new titles from Nature Publishing Group
- Over 400 newspapers in ongoing full text including *Australian Financial Review* and *The Daily Express* (London), 80 new titles from Gannett, and 140 from Fairfax Media
- Over 450,000 working papers including metadata and links to Research Papers in Economics
- 44 million company records from Experian
- Detailed industry and company information in over 450 reports from Plunkett Research
- Financial service industry reports and 79 country reports from Economist Intelligence Unit
- Business cases and case studies including the Times 100 Business cases

**ACADEMIC COMPLETE**

The first ebook subscription service of its kind continues evolving. Researchers benefit from unlimited multi-user access, and libraries enjoy superior admin and acquisition tools delivered on a platform built for books. Academic Complete has grown to 145,000+ titles from the largest pool of aggregated content available. Streamlined and selective, Academic Complete carries key publishers and CHOICE, Doody's, and RCL award-winning titles across diverse subjects tied to all levels of the academic curriculum, covering emerging topics, and matching graduation rate trending by degree program.

**ACADEMIC VIDEO ONLINE**

The most comprehensive video subscription available to libraries. It delivers more than 62,000 video titles spanning a wide range of subject areas including anthropology, business, counseling, film, health, history, music, and more. More than 17,000 titles are exclusive to Alexander Street, all with a predictable annual cost. The massive breadth of content in Academic Video Online makes it a useful resource for all types of patrons, giving libraries a high return on investment.